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1. Introduction
The purpose of the present note is to prove theorems 2.3 and 2.6 below.
These are generalizations of a classical theorem of A. N. KOLMOGOROV [2]
concerning measures in infinite product spaces. MARczEwsKI, in [3] has
shown that theorems of this type depend on regularity conditions with
respect to compact sets (or sets which behave like compact sets). The
relevant regularity condition in our results is contained in proposition 1.3.
In what follows, all spaces will be completely regular and Hausdorff.
If X is such a space, the Baire sets of X is the smallest a-algebra with
respect to which the continuous real valued functions on X are measurable.
The Borel sets of X is the smallest a-algebra which contains the open sets.
A finite measure m on the Baire (Borel) sets of X is regular if for every
Baire (Borel) set A and for every positive number 8, there is a zero set Z
(a closed set G) such that Z c: A(G c: A) and m(A-Z)<8(m(A-G)<8).
It is not difficult to show that every finite Baire measure is regular.
However, there can be finite Borel measures which are not regular. A
finite Baire (Borel) measure m is said to be net-additive if for every de-
creasing system {ZT} of zero sets ({GT} of closed sets) with ZT t 0(GTt 0)
it follows that m(ZT) t O(m(GT) to).
Since the results below deal with measures in product spaces, we now
establish some notation. In the following, 8 will always denote an abstract
set and {Xs : s E 8} will be a family of completely regular Hausdorff spaces.
If F c: 8, then X F will denote the Cartesian product of the spaces {Xs :
e E F} with the product topology. The projection mapping from X a onto
X F (where F c: G c: 8) will be denoted by Pa,F and by PF whenever 0=8.
A set A c: X s is called a Baire (Borel) cylinder set if there is a finite set
F c: 8 and a Baire (Borel) set A Fc X F such that A =PF-l[A F]. If F is
the smallest subset of 8 with this property, then A F is called the base
of the cylinder set A. The family of Baire (Borel) cylinder sets of X s
will be denoted by Eo(Xs)(L\(Xs)). It is not difficult to see that Eo(Xs)
(El(XS ) ) are algebras of subsets of X s. If m is a non-negative set function
defined on Eo(Xs)(E1(XS ) ) and if F c: 8 is finite, then the set function mF
defined by mF(B) = m(PF-1[B]) for every Baire (Borel) set B c: X F is called
the projection of m on X F.
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Definition 1.1. Let {mF: F C Sand F is finite} be a family of
finitely additive set functions such that mF is defined on the Baire (Borel)
sets of X F. Then the family is called Baire (Borel) consistent if, for every
FCGCS with G finite, it follows that mF=(mG)F. (That is, mF(A)=
=mG(PG~;[A]) for every Baire (Borel) set A in X F.)
The following fact is easily proved and the proof is left to the reader.
Proposi tion 1. 2. If m is a finitely additive set function defined on
Eo(Xs)(E1(XS ) ) , then the family {mF: F C Sand F is finite} of projections
of m is a Baire (Borel) consistent family of finitely-additive set functions.
Conversely, if {mF: F C Sand F is finite} is a Baire (Borel) consistent
family of finitely additive set functions, then there is a unique finitely additive
set function m on Eo(Xs)(E1(XS ) ) such that the projection of m on X p is mp
for each finite subset F C S.
Finally, a completely regular Hausdorff space X is called B-compact
if every finite regular Baire measure in X is net-additive. The following
results about B-compact spaces will be needed. The proofs can be found
in [1].
Proposition 1. 3. Let X be a locally compact space and let m be a
regular Baire measure on X. Then for every Baire set A and every positive 10,
there is a compact zero set G C A such that m(A - G) < e.
Proposition 1.4. The product of a finite number of locally compact,
B-compact spaces is again a locally compact, B-compact space.
Proposition 1.5. Let m be a net-additive Baire measure on a com-
pletely regular H ausdorU space X. Then there is a unique, regular Borel
measure Il on X such that the restriction of Il to the Baire sets is m. Further-
more, the extended Borel measure Il is net-additive.
2. The Consistency Theorems
Lemma 2.1. Let {Xk: kEN} be a sequence of locally compact, B-
compact spaces. Let m be a non-negative, finitely additive set function on
Eo(XN ) . Then the following are equivalent.
i) m is countably-additive.
ii) If F n={l, ... , n}, then the projection mFn of m on X Pn is countably-
additive.
Proof. i) =- ii). This is clear.
ii) =-i). Assume that B k E EO(XN ) with B k t 0. It is enough to show
that m(Bk) t o. Hence assume that m(Bk) t .x> O. It will be shown that
00
n B k "# 0 and the theorem will be proved.
1e=1
Let B k' C XFn(k) denote the base of Bi; Since mFn(le) is a regular Baire
measure on XFn(k) , it follows from propositions 1.3 and 1.4 that there
is a compact zero set Gn(k) C Bk' and mPn(k) (B k' - Gn(k») <.x/2k+l .
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Now set Kk=PFn~~[Gn(k)]' Then tc, E L'o(XN ) and s, C n; Further-
more,
k k k
m(Bk - n K I)<. L m(Bk-Kl)<. L m(BI-KI}
1-1 1=1 1=1
k
<. L mFnm(Bz' -Gn(l)}
1-1
k
< L 1X/2 1 +1<1X/2.
1-1
k
Thus m( n kk}>m(Bk}-1X/2>1X/2. Hence {Kk: kEN} is a family of
1-1
sets with the finite intersection property. But since each K k has a compact
00 00 00
base, this implies that n Kk-:f-0. Thus 0-:f- n s, C n e; and the
k-l k=1 k=1
proof is complete.
Lemma 2.2. Let {Xs : s E S} be a family of locally compact, B-compact
spaces. Let m be a non-negative, finitely additive set function on L'o(Xs}.
Then the following are equivalent.
i} m is countably-additive.
ii} For each finite subset F C S, the projection mF of m on X F is countably-
additive.
Proof. i) '* ii}. This is clear.
ii} '* i), Let {AI} C Eo(Xs) and assume that A z {. 0. Then A z has a
base AI' C X FI where F z C S is finite. Set F = V {Fz: lEN}. Then mF is
a non-negative, finitely additive set function on L'O(XF}. Furthermore, the
projection of mF on Xc is me for every finite set G C F. Hence by lemma 2.1,
mF is countably additive. If BI=PF~.MAz']E L'o(XF}, then Bi {. 0. So it
follows that m(AI}=mF(Bz) {. 0, and the proof is complete.
Theorem 2.3. Let {Xs : s E S} be a family of locally compact B-
compact spaces. If {mF: F C Sand F is finite} is a Baire consistent family
of Baire measures, then there is a unique measure m on Eo(Xs} such that the
projection of m on XF is mF for each finite set F C S.
Proof. By proposition 1.2, there is a unique finitely additive set
function m on L'o(X s} such that the projection of m on X F is mF for each
finite set F C S. Lemma 2.2 now implies that m is countably additive,
and the result is proved.
A finitely additive set function m on L'l(XS} is called regular if for each
A E L'l(XS),
m(A)= sup {m(G): G E L'l(XS) and G is closed in Xs}.
The set function m is called net-additive if for every downward directed
system {GT } C L'l(XS} such that GT is closed and GT {. 0, then m(GT } {. O.
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Since the closed cylinder sets form a basis for the closed sets in X s, the
following lemma is valid. The proof is omitted since it goes according to
standard procedures for extending set functions. (A very similar result
is proved in [1] and the proof here is essentially the same.)
Lemma 2.4. Let m be a regular, net-additive set function on E1(XS}.
Then there is a unique net-additive regular Borel measure f-l on X s such
that m is the restriction of f-l to L'l(XS}.
Lemma 2.5. Let {Xk : kEN} be a sequence of locally compact, B-
compact spaces. Let m be a finitely additive set function on E1(XS} such
that the projection mF,. on X F,. (where F n= {I, ... , n}) is a net-additive
regular Borel measure. Then there is a net-additive regular Borel measure
f-l on X s such that m is the restriction of f-l to E1(XS}.
Proof. Since mn=mF,. is regular for each n E N, it follows that m is
regular. If it can be shown that m is net-additive the result will follow
from lemma 2.4. Hence, let {G.}.sT C E1(XS} be a family of closed sets
with G." -I- O. Without loss of generality, assume that finite intersections
of elements in {G.} are again in {G.}.
For each n EN, let .Pn denote the set of bases of those GT with base
in X F ,. . Then it is clear that .Pn is directed downward to a closed set
H n C X Fn. Furthermore, since mn is net-additive, if Gn=P;;[Hn], then
m(Gn}=mn(Hn}= inf {mn(G): G E.Pn}
= inf {m(G.}: T E T and GT has base in X F,. } .
Hence,
inf {m(Gn}: n E N} = inf {m(G.}: T E T}.
It is thus enough to show that m(Gn } -I- O.
Hence, assume m(Gn } -I- IX> O. Since X Fn is locally compact, there is a
compact set LnCHn with mn(Hn}<mn(Ln}+IXj2n+1. Let Kn=P;;[Ln].
Then it follows that
I I I
m(GI- n K n}< ! m(Gn-Kn}< ! mn(Hn-Ln}<IXj2.
n~1 n=1 n=1
I
Hence n K n 0l- 0. Since {Kn : n E N} is a family of sets with compact
n-1
bases and having the finite intersection property, it follows that
00 00
001- n KnC n GnC n {G.:TET}=0.
n-1 10-1
This is a contradiction and the lemma is proved.
Theorem 2.6. Let {X8:SES} be a family of locally compact, B-
compact spaces. It {mF: F C Sand F is finite} is a Borel consistent family
ot regular Borel measures, then there is a unique measure m on El(XS} such
that the projection ot m on X F is me tor each finite subset F C S.
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Proof. By proposition 1.3, there is a unique non-negative finitely
additive set function m on L'l(XS ) such that the projection of m on X F
is mF for each finite F C S. All that need be shown is that m is countably
additive.
Hence, let {AI} C L'l(XS) with Al {, 0. Each Al has a base At' !n X F I
where r, C S is finite. Define G = U {F l : lEN}. For Fe G and F finite,
it is clear that the projection of mG on X F is mF. If it can be shown that
mF is a net-additive, regular Borel measure on X F for F C Sand F finite,
then by lemma 2.5 it will follow that mG is countably additive. Since
m(At} =mG(PFI~~[At']) this will imply that m(A I) {, 0, and the proof will
be complete.
To see that mF is a net-additive, regular Borel measure on X F we
proceed as follows. The restriction fJF of mF to the Baire sets of X F is
net-additive since X F is B-compact (proposition 1.4). Hence mF must be
the unique extension of fJF according to proposition 1.5. Hence mF is
net-additive again by proposition 1.5. Since mF is regular by assumption,
the result follows.
Remarks. 1. Since in general the Baire sets of a completely regular
space are properly contained in the Borel sets, theorems 2.3 and 2.6 are
essentially different.
2. Since compact Hausdorff spaces are locally compact B-compact
spaces, our results apply to the products of such spaces.
3. Other examples of B-compact spaces are provided by Lindelof
spaces and by paraeompact spaces in which closed, discrete subspaces
have non-measurable cardinals. Hence our results apply to products in
which the factor spaces are locally compact, Lindelof or locally compact
and paracompact (with the restriction on closed discrete subspaces men-
tioned above).
4. Since the real line R is locally compact and Lindelof, the results
apply to products of real lines. In this case theorems 2.3 and 2.6 reduce
to the same statement which is Kolmogorov's original theorem.
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